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Title of Talk
Time
Date
Speaker

: MY BrainPower Sdn Bhd
: Accelerate Your Reading with PhotoReading
: 12.00pm - 1.00pm
: 21 June 2014
: Ms Sussanne Lee

Synopsis of Talk:
PhotoReading is a super fast learning technology that teaches you how to fly through information at
least three times faster and absorb it like a sponge. PhotoReading is fast, fun and easy. Whether its
books, magazines, or technical information, you are able to absorb material at a rate you never
thought possible, giving you back the pleasures of reading anywhere at any time. You get home from
study/work earlier, not later, and you get more work done in less time.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organisation
Title of Talk
Time
Date
Speaker

: UTAR Brain-Computer Communication Research
: How to use your brain waves to communicate or to operate an
autonomous wheelchair?
: 12.00pm - 1.00pm
: 21 June 2014
: Professor Dato’ Ir Dr Goh Sing Yau

Synopsis of Talk:
Stroke and motor neuron disease patients may have difficulty speaking or communicating with
others. Now such people can do so through a technology called the Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)
where the computer will analyze the brain waves and interpret intent and hence to communicate.
The talk will also touch on our recent study that showed that mindfulness meditation can improve
BCI performance. Mindfulness meditation has also been shown to improve cognition. So, can
mindfulness meditation improve examination performance of students?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Title of Talk
Time
Date
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: Goodlife
: Search Your Talents with Fingerprint (Mandarin)
: 2.00pm - 3.00pm
: 21 June 2014
: Mr KC Chia

Synopsis of Talk:
Many people struggle to find their purpose in life and their identity in the society. Actually, we have
all the information on our finger tips, literally! Your unique fingerprints can tell your traits,
characteristics, potentials and talents. Over 30 years of research have shown the relationship
between fingerprints and our brain, and it provides a wholesome and individual report on strengths
of brain function and multiple intelligences. Come and discover what your fingerprints are trying to
tell about yourself and shape your future!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organisation
Title of Talk
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Date
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: Mind Science Association of Malaysia
: Creating Success – The Mindful Way
: 2.00pm - 3.00pm
: 21 June 2014
: Ms Wong Chooi Yee

Synopsis of Talk:
The greatest discovery of the last century was that we can change our outer world by altering our
inner consciousness. What we are is what we think about. Our dominating thoughts affect us and
the outcome of our life. The speaker will share on how one can achieve success using mind
programming principles and manifesting goals into reality.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organisation
Title of Talk
Time
Date
Speaker

: PowerHouse Academy
: 3 Maths Tricks You’ll Want To Know
: 10.30am - 11.30am
: 22 June 2014
: Mr West Wong

Synopsis of Talk:
In this one-hour talk, West Wong, The Malaysian Human Calculator will show you 3 Math tricks
you’d wish you knew earlier. These tricks will bring you one step closer to being a human calculator!
Learn them and show your family and friends your human calculator potential. This talk also features
ways in which you can increase your brainpower.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organisation
Title of Talk
Time
Date
Speaker

: Wonder Tree
: Modern Leadership with Brain-in-Mind
: 12.00pm - 1.00pm
: 22 June 2014
: Mr SK Tan

Synopsis of Talk:
In today’s turbulent and rapidly changing environment, effective leadership at every level is essential
in all organizations. Leadership is not only about creating teamwork and motivating people to strive
for excellence, it is also about providing clarity of direction, and a real sense of purpose that
pervades the whole organisation. The speaker will share how we can manage our Brain & Mind to
achieve better leadership qualities for groups and organizations.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organisation
Title of Talk
Time
Date
Speaker

: Success Edge
: Your Memory - From Good to Great
: 3.30pm - 4.30pm
: 22 June 2014
: Mr S. Jeyaraman

Synopsis of Talk:
Being able to consistently recall key information at the right time during a conversation, meeting or
presentation creates a great impression - a characteristic of successful people. However, good
memory is not exclusive to a fortunate few; anyone can learn to use their memory to its full
potential. This talk will show you practical strategies for boosting your memory which you can apply
anywhere.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organisation
Title of Talk
Time
Date
Speaker

: Mindbloom Consulting
: ImaginAction - How to Make Your Dreams Come Through
: 3.30pm - 4.30pm
: 22 June 2014
: Dr YKK (Yew Kam Keong, PhD)

Synopsis of Talk:
Your creative mind is the most powerful weapon to make your dreams come true. In this talk, the
speaker Dr YKK shares his personal journey of achieving his childhood dreams. By understanding the
principles involved, you can do it too! Of course creativity will take you no-where if you do not take
action in the direction of your dreams. That’s where ImaginAction comes in, for nothing happens
until you take action. Be prepared for an unforgettable mental, physical and insightful journey of
creativity punctuated with fun and laughter. Be warned that your life many never ever be the same
again!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to what has been mentioned, there are other talks and workshops. The other speakers
are Senior Licensed Leonard Personality Incorporated Sdn Bhd Trainer Choong Hoon Guan, Khooi
Chu Boon from Kids Station Marketing, Cheong Kok Wai from Wonder Tree, Country Director of Silva
Method Malaysia Lily Kong, senior chair of Vistage International Hong Khay Chai, owner of Magic
Gamewerks Sdn Bhd Jimmy Yeoh and IT education consultant Eyrique Loh. For more information
about the Tenth Malaysia Festival of the Mind, visit the website, www.utar.edu.my/mmlm, or
contact Jamaliah at (05) 468 8888.
************************
About MMLM
The Malaysia Mental Literacy Movement (MMLM) was the brainchild of Tun Dr Ling Liong Sik. It was
officially registered under the Societies Act 1966 by the Registrar of Society on 4 July 2006. The
objectives of MMLM are to introduce and promote various techniques and skills pertaining to the
improvement of mental literacy among Malaysians. In doing so, MMLM wishes to contribute to the
development and upgrading of human capital resources which are necessary to face the challenges
of the new millennium owing to the increasing globalised world as envisaged by the Malaysian
Government.
************************
About UTAR
Established in 2002 with 411 students, today, Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) offers more
than 110 programmes in fields including Accountancy, Actuarial Science, Agriculture, Arts, Business
and Economics, Creative Industries and Design, Engineering and Built Environment, Information and
Communication Technology, Life and Physical Sciences, Mathematics and Process Management,
Medicine and Health Sciences, and Social Science and Education to over 23,000 students in its nine
faculties, three institutes and three centres located in three Klang Valley campuses in Bandar Sungai
Long, Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya and the main campus in Kampar, which was awarded the
Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (Malaysian Institute of Architects) gold award in the education category
in 2013. For more information, go to www.utar.edu.my
************************
About TAR UC
Tunku Abdul Rahman University College, formerly known as TAR College, is a premier institution of
higher learning in Malaysia with a track record of excellence for over four decades. Its brand is
synonymous with holistic education and it is well recognized locally and internationally among the
academic fraternity and professional bodies. The University College has educated more than 170,000
graduates many of whom are the eminent leaders in various industries. With the recent upgrading,
Tunku Abdul Rahman University College will be offering Diploma and Degree programmes in
disciplines such as accounting, finance, economics, ICT, applied science, engineering, architecture,
quantity surveying, mass communications and hospitality management as well as pre-university
programmes such as Foundation and A Level.

